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Abstract
We present a distributed algorithm to calculate inverse kinematic solutions for shape-changing beams with integrated sensing,
actuation, computation and communication. We consider the beam to consist of n segments that can each change their curvature,
perform computation and communicate with their neighbors. Using a centralized inverse Jacobian method this solution has a
computational complexity of O(n2.373) as it relies on matrix inversion. We describe the system as a kinematic chain and derive a
distributed algorithm for computing its inverse kinematics. The presented method distributes the computation among the n segments
by sequentially applying the inverse Jacobian method to m-segment neighborhoods, reducing the computational complexity of
each individual operation to O(m3) at the expense of O(mn) communication exchanges and solving the reduced problems O(n)
times across the length of the beam. The resulting solution does not require any external computation and can autonomously
calculate a curvature proﬁle to reach a desired end-pose, which has applications ranging from adaptive aerodynamic surfaces to
smart furniture. The proposed algorithm has been validated using computer simulations of beams with up to 30 elements and
various neighborhood sizes. Results show that the proposed approach allows trading accuracy and converge rate with increasing
computation and communication.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Materials that couple sensing, actuation, computation and communication are enabling new robotic devices. Ap-
plications for such robotic materials [1] range from wearable technology [2] to furniture [3] and have the potential to
enable larger scale systems such as morphing airfoils [4]. Embedding computation along with sensors and actuators
in a material allows for complex optimization problems to be solved in the composite. These include transforming a
high-bandwidth sensing signal into the frequency domain [5], distributed pattern recognition [6], and feedback con-
trol [7]. All of these examples have in common that computation and communication are tightly integrated in the
material, allowing each computational element to locally sense and control actuation, while communicating with its
local neighbors (Figure 1).
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In this paper, we investigate the potential of a robotic material to perform inverse kinematics for shape change.
With the material potentially consisting of hundreds of actuators, this is a hard problem as bending of each individual
actuator needs to be calculated, send to the actuator via appropriate communication infrastructure, and possibly using
real-time feedback on the actual curvature. We are therefore interested in a distributed approach, which only requires
to transmit the desired shape and then have each computing element perform the necessary computations and feedback
control. Speciﬁcally, we present a method for calculating the inverse kinematics of a morphable, multisegment beam.
Background and a short description of the target robotic materials for application are described in the next section.
The remaining sections detail distributing the inverse kinematics problem and the simulation results.
Fig. 1: A robotic material leverages the coupling of discrete actuators and sensors through a continuous material. The material property data
collected by the sensors is processed in the computation devices and then acted upon. Sensors, actuators and computation devices are placed at
discrete locations with the material itself providing continuous coupling.
2. Related Work and Background
The vision of materials with embedded computation and communication was spawned by networks of microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS) [8]. We are interested in composites that predominately focus on structure, but are
able to change some of their properties using appropriate sensing, actuation and computation integrated into their
structure [1]. Such materials that are able to change their physical properties in response to the environment might
enable new ways for humans and machines to interact, morphing aerodynamic surfaces [4,9,10] morphable furniture
[3], physical telepresence [11] or weight and volume control [12].
In this paper, we are interested in shape changing materials. One way of achieving shape change is by varying
the stiﬀness of a beam and applying an external torque, which we have demonstrated in [13,14]. These beams use
embedded nichrome heaters and thermistors to accurately control the temperature of the thermoplastic base material.
Accurate control of the temperature allows for accurate control of the beams stiﬀness in localized regions. In turn, the
beam can morph into complex geometries with only simple actuation forces. Overviews of these systems are shown
in Figures 2 and 3. There exist a large variety of stiﬀness and shape changing mechanisms that follow the model
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: (a) A shape changing robotic material made of variable stiﬀness elements. The stiﬀness of thermoplastic bars (the top and bottom segments
of each cell) is controlled using embedded nichrome heaters and thermistors. (b) The beam starting to curl under a gravity load and coordinated,
sequential actuation of the cells, a result that is not possible using global actuation of the beam.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3: (a) The geometry and experimental setup for the beam used in [14]. The beam is clamped to the table (A). Tendons (B) are routed through
sliders (C) and apply a bending moment along the beam when tension is applied. The embedded thermistor and nichrome heater are connected to
the control computer (D) and the displacement of each section is monitored by tracking a ﬁducial (E). (b) A complex shape achieved by controlling
the stiﬀness in each section of the beam and applying two simple actuation loads to each tendon in turn.
employed in this paper (change of local curvature). For example [15,16] construct a variable stiﬀness material by
exploiting the temperature-dependent variable shear modulus of polymers sandwiched between metal bars. While the
stiﬀness of the materials in [15,16] is dominated by the metal bars, [17] presents a variable stiﬀness material based
on Field’s metal with embedded Joule heating that can achieve stiﬀness changes of four orders of magnitude, albeit
being limited to be either on or oﬀ. Other approaches to variable stiﬀness control rely on hydrogel [18], particle
jamming [3,19] (which both require valves and pumps), magneto-rheological [20–22] (which requires strong electro
magnets), or mechanical eﬀects [23] (requiring motors).
Current shape-changing materials are not fully self-contained, however. Albeit embedded computation has been
used for local feedback control of each element’s stiﬀness in [14], computation of the appropriate stiﬀness proﬁle
has been performed centrally. Distributing the necessary computations has so far only been investigated in the mod-
ular robotics community. Distributed control of the center of mass of a modular robot is used for locomotion and
allows individual elements of the robot to drive the whole system toward a goal by changing their individual joint
angles [24]. Distributed algorithms for modular robots have also been developed that allow the individual robots to
rearrange themselves into a desired shape [25]. Distributed computation for shape change also might have a biological
precedence, considering for example the tentacles of an Octopus, which are known to contain around two thirds of the
animal’s neural matter and can control their shape in complex ways even if not connected to the animal’s brain [26].
3. Approach
To model the beam described in [14] we use the Piecewise Constant Curvature (PCC) assumption, allowing us
to utilize results from the continuum robotics ﬁeld [27,28]. We will ﬁrst develop the forward kinematics, describe
a centralized method for inverse kinematics, and then investigate a method for distributing computation within the
beam.
3.1. Forward Kinematics
For any segment i, a point lpi along the segment’s length is described in the segment’s local coordinate frame l by
lpi(t) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
κ−1i (1 − cos (κi sit))
κ−1i sin (κi sit)
1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)
Here, κ is the curvature of the segment, s is the length of the segment and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 is the position along the
segment’s length. This local geometry is shown in Figure 4a. Point ai is the beginning of the segment. The end of the
segment, point bi has an orientation of θi = κi si and a position of
lbi =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
l xi
lyi
1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
κ−1i (1 − cos (κi si))
κ−1i sin (κi si)
1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2)
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4: (a) Any segment of the beam is described in its local coordinate frame l by the segment length s and the curvature κ = r−1. a and b are the
beginning and end points of the segment.
Now consider adding a segment to the end of this segment as shown in Figure 4b. To determine the position of
this segment’s endpoint in the world coordinate system w, the result of Equation 2 must be translated and rotated
according to the oﬀset and rotation of the ﬁrst segment using a homogeneous transformation
wbi+1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos(κi si) sin(κi si) wxi
− sin(κi si) cos(κi si) wyi
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
lbi+1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos(κi si) sin(κi si) wxi
− sin(κi si) cos(κi si) wyi
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
κ−1i+1 (1 − cos (κi+1si+1))
κ−1i+1 sin (κi+1si+1)
1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3)
Note that wbi =w ai+1, so Equation 3 could be rewritten as
wbi+1 = wai+2 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos(κi si) sin(κi si) xi
− sin(κi si) cos(κi si) yi
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos(κi+1si+1) sin(κi+1si+1) xi+1
− sin(κi+1si+1) cos(κi+1si+1) yi+1
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
lai+2
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos(κi si + κi+1si+1) sin(κi si + κi+1si+1) xi + xi+1 cos(κi si) + y1 sin(κi si)
− sin(κi si + κi+1si+1) cos(κi si + κi+1si+1) yi − xi+1 sin(κi si) + yi+1 cos(κi si)
0 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0
0
1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
xi + xi+1 cos(κi si) + y1 sin(κi si)
yi − xi+1 sin(κi si) + yi+1 cos(κi si)
1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4)
This process can be continued for additional beam elements, illustrating the transformation matrix growing in
complexity. Following this process for a beam of n segments gives the forward kinematics of the system. The location
and orientation of the end point wbn is
s(κ) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
wxn
wyn
θn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x0 +
∑n
j=1
(
x j cos
(∑ j−1
k=0 κk sk
)
+ y j sin
(∑ j−1
k=0 κk sk
))
y0 +
∑n
j=1
(
y j cos
(∑ j−1
k=0 κk sk
)
− x j sin
(∑ j−1
k=0 κk sk
))
∑n
j=0 κ j s j
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(5)
where s(κ) is the position and orientation of the beam tip for a given set of curvatures for each segment, κ = [κ0, . . . , κn].
3.2. Inverse Kinematics
Given a goal state g = [x, y, θ], the inverse kinematics problem is to ﬁnd the curvature for each segment so that
g = s(κ). The forward kinematics equations of Section 3.1 could be solved to ﬁnd the exact solutions, however, this is
not feasible for more than a few elements. For larger problems it is common to use iterative methods to approximate
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a solution. Here we use the inverse Jacobian method [29]. In the case of the beam, the curvature is given by equations
Δκ = αJ† (g − s(κ))
J† = Jᵀ(JJᵀ)−1 with
J = ∂s(κ)
∂κ
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂x
∂κ0
· · · ∂x
∂κn
∂y
∂κ0
· · · ∂y
∂κn
∂θ
∂κ0
· · · ∂θ
∂κn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)
where J is a 3xn Jacobian matrix and J† its the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. Typically this computation is done in
a centralized manner and is O(n3) if the matrix inversion is done using Gauss-Jordan elimination and O(n2.373) using
optimal methods. Note that (6) needs to be solved repeatedly until Δk = 0. As the Jacobian (6) is a function of κ,
this approach requires many costly matrix inversions. This is not feasible in a distributed system such as our beam
in which embedded computers have only limited processing capabilities. Distributing the computation can reduce the
computational complexity to O(log n), however, O(n4) computers are required [30], which is not practical.
We simplify the problem by allowing each segment to treat the n-link beam as an robotic arm with only m degrees-
of-freedom (DOF) as shown in Figure 5. Segment i receives curvature values from its neighbors then performs the
update step of Equation 6 for the m element neighborhood.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5: Instead of solving the n-link inverse kinematics, we approximate the beam by a series of beams with reduced degree of freedom (here m = 3)
that can be computed sequentially.
Figure 6 shows the communication model used in the 3-segment neighborhood. For a neighborhood of sizem, 2(m−
1) communications are needed to transfer the curvatures and transformation matrices from the surrounding elements.
After computing the curvature update, another 2(m − 1) communications are needed to transfer the updated curvature
values back to neighboring elements. The communication complexity becomes O(cmn), where each segment n must
perform this operation c times sending updates to m−1 segments until a solution is found. Each segment must perform
a matrix inversion based on neighborhood size, so the computational complexity is O(cm3n) if using Gauss-Jordan
elimination to solve the matrix inversion.
Fig. 6: Communication model using inverse Jacobian method. Each element gets transformation and curvature information from their N-segment
neighborhoods, then updates the curvatures using the inverse Jacobian method.
4. Simulation Results
The method for distributing the IK problem throughout a material described above was implemented and evaluated
empirically using a Matlab simulation. The method was simulated 100 times each for beams with [5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30]
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segments. A target position within the workspace of the beam was randomly generated and the simulation was allowed
to run until the Euclidean distance between the target position and the end eﬀector position was below a threshold
of 0.001 or each segment in the beam performed 100 updates. Figure 7 shows some sample trajectories from the
3-segment and 5-segment neighborhood cases. Figure 8 highlights the main results from this analysis.
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Fig. 7: A few sample trajectories for (a) m = 3 and (b) m = 5. The green line shows the initial position vertical of the beam. The black line is the
beams ﬁnal conﬁguration after moving to the goal indicated by the red circle. The dashed line shows the path of the beam’s tip.
Figure 8a shows that convergence rate drastically increases with increasing number of DOF (m) in the reduced
problem. Adding elements to the beam initially makes the problem easier (increased convergence rate) as the overall
DOF increase, but eventually makes it harder to ﬁnd a solution. Increasing m also increases the accuracy in terms of
the ﬁnal error (Figures 8b and 8c). Results for m = 1 are generally good, as the error is shown for the rare instances
where a solution could be found. Finally, Figure 8d shows the number of times Equation 6 needed to be solved until
convergence . As expected, computation increases linearly with the length of the beam, whereas larger m converge
faster. For m = 1, the controller either converges very quickly, or not at all (Figure 8a). We also performed experiments
with beams up to 500 segments showing similar trends. Finding solutions with larger numbers of segments becomes
more diﬃcult with the 5-segment neighborhood performing the best.
5. Discussion
We have demonstrated the distributed implementation of a hard optimization problem, by employing an approx-
imation of the inverse Jacobian method. By reducing the n-element beam to a sequence of m-element beams, we
demonstrate that computation can be drastically reduced (from (n3) to O(nm3)), while allowing to trade-oﬀ computa-
tion time with accuracy (Figure 8c), convergence rate (Figure 8a), and communication within the beam.
Although modern micro-controllers with multiple kilobytes of memory might allow for solving the full inverse
of matrices with n in the order of tens, such an approach is not scalable. Adding just a single element increase
the amount of memory quadratically and the amount of computations by 3n2 + 3n + 1 (for simplicity we assume
here O(n3) complexity based on the Gauss-Newton method), which might quickly exceed even the fastest computer.
Rather, choosing a ﬁxed neighborhood size m < n will not change the computational requirements, even when users
assemble two beams, e.g. It is therefore this property that allows us to speak about a shape-changing beam as a smart
composite or computational meta-material [1].
The proposed algorithm is iterative and might require hundreds of iterations to converge (Figure 8d). Each iteration
requires solving the matrix inversion problem, which requires communication with m neighbors. As this takes O(m)
time (often in the order of ms per hop), m can be chosen so that the computation can be accomplished within the
required communication time. Another time constant is introduced by the dynamics of physical shape change. As the
algorithm follows the optimal gradient (6), the beam might as well start moving after the ﬁrst iteration. It therefore
does not oﬀer any advantage to compute faster than the dynamics of the beam allows — in this example limited by
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Fig. 8: 100 trials for each case m = [1, 3, 5] were run. (a) The number of trials for each case that converged to the global minimum. (b) The raw
data showing the ﬁnal error for each trial. (c) The average ﬁnal error. (d) The average number updates computed before convergence.
the time required to change the material’s stiﬀness using heating. This constant might be very diﬀerent for other
shape-changing methods.
In future work, we will compare gradient-based approaches to gradient-free methods such as particle swarm opti-
mization. While the gradient-free methods rely on probabilistic approaches and do not oﬀer any guarantees, they are
not as prone to get stuck in local minima. We will also demonstrate the algorithm in hardware and look to expand to
three dimensional simulations and demonstrations.
6. Conclusion
We presented a distributed algorithm for calculating the inverse kinematics of an n-link smart beam, which bounds
the computation each individual element needs to perform to a constant value that can be chosen by the designer. This
property makes the algorithm scalable, thereby allowing to operate to construct such beams to arbitrary length without
changing the program running on each element. A drawback of the proposed method is that the inverse kinematics are
solved sequentially along the beam’s length. In future work, we are interested in improving the proposed algorithm
by performing control in parallel and use stochastic methods to escape local minima and singularities that the inverse
Jacobian controller is prone to using gradient-free optimization methods. In the long run, we hope to enable smart
composites that can perform complex computations and autonomously adapt to their environment.
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